




Observations of the Field-Emission Pattern of Tungsten Point司Fi1ament
Hideo T AKEMATSU， Takashi KIT AMURA， Chiaki MORIT A 
In order to study the electron optical properties of point-filament in the electron 
microscope gun， this experiment has been worked. 
By means of Muller type microscope， T-F emission patterns from tips of single crystal 
tungsten wire and ordinary one are observed in vacuum of 10 マ~10-8 Torr. The observed 
patterns show that the two kind of tungsten wires have little di庄erencein lower temperature 
but large difference in higher temperature. 
It is shown that there exist differences between the emission patterns derived after the 
tips are heated up to the higher temperature and then cooled down to the room temperature 
applying the anode voltage throughout this process and the emission patterns derived after 
the tips are heated and then cooled without applying the anode voltage. 
It is concluded that the pattern's di妊erencesdue to the high and room temperature of 




























































































































































































察をつづけると， 3.0Amp (約 16500K) では Fig，8. 






















































































(1) 例えば Dyke.W.P.&明T.W固 Dolan: 
“Advances in Electronics and Electron 
Physics" VIII， p.89 (1956) 
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